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Spade Among the Rushes David A Lass's introduction to angelfish fulfills its subtitle, "Understanding
and Keeping Angelfish," and more. This colorful guide in the Fish Keeping Made Easy series discusses
angelfish in their natural Amazon rain forest habitat in South America and the needs of this beautiful
and recognizable fish in the home aquarium based on their dietary, water conditions, and behavior in the
wild. The chapter "Angelfish Groups" describes the three species of angelfish (Pterophyllum altum, P.
leopoldi, and P. scalare), the most popular twelve color variations seen in local pet stores, and the
special traits of the species. Separate chapters are devoted to selection and care, feeding and diet,
and reproduction. The author discusses the keeping of angelfish in an "all-angel" tank (shoal of
angelfish!) as well as in a community tank, and gives solid advice on selection of equipment and live
plants. A chapter on parasites and diseases will be of great use to all fishkeepers trying to avoid
fungal, bacterial, and viral diseases in their tanks as well as general treatment protocols and hospital
tanks. Glossary as well as resources of websites and publications conclude the guide.
Backpacker 'Like the slow-moving river that flows through the story, this compelling mystery will creep
up on you and pull you in.' Josephine Moon An absorbing drama about broken dreams, first love and the
mystery of a lost sister, for all fans of Hannah Richell and Kate Morton. 'A cracking read' Maggie
Alderson Is it more dangerous to forget or to remember? Phoebe's life has fallen apart and there's only
one place left to go. Alone and adrift after a failed marriage proposal, she flees Sydney to her
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family's abandoned holiday cottage. On the slow-moving river Phoebe is confronted with the legacy of her
older sister's suicide, a year before. Why did Karin leave a note written in flowers and walk into the
water? Phoebe's childhood love, Jez, has moved back to the beautiful old house, Driftwood, one jetty
down. He's married now and the home has become a refuge for an unlikely little community. As the river
begins to give up its secrets, Phoebe finds herself caught up in old feelings and new mysteries. The
Lost Summers of Driftwood is a story of lost loves, rekindled passions, tragedy and betrayal set against
the backdrop of an idyllic south coast town. Praise for The Lost Summers of Driftwood: 'This tender and
evocative story of the power of love, grief and memories will resonate with so many readers thanks to
the power of Vanessa McCausland's storytelling and her understanding of human nature.' Sophie Green,
author of The Inaugural Meeting of the Fairvale Ladies Book Club 'Pure reading pleasure! Evocatively
written and with beautifully realised characters whose loves and losses play out against a lush and
mysterious backdrop, I kept turning the pages, desperate to know what would happen, but also wishing it
would never end.' Cassie Hamer, author of After the Party
Star Path After tragedy upends her world, Jeannette Mason retreats to the tiny Oregon seaside town of
Hope Harbor to create a new life. Vowing to avoid emotional attachments, she focuses on running her
lavender farm and tea-room--until a new neighbor with a destructive dog and a forlorn little girl
invades her turf. But she needn't worry. Dr. Logan West is too busy coping with an unexpected family, a
radical lifestyle change, and an unruly pup to have any interest in his aloof and disagreeable neighbor.
Yet when both Jeanette and Logan find themselves pulled into the life of a tattered Christian family
fleeing persecution in war-torn Syria, might they discover that love sometimes comes calling when it's
least expected? Bestselling and award-winning author Irene Hannon invites readers back to the charming
seaside town of Hope Harbor, where they are sure to find peace, healing, and a second chance at
happiness.
The Spectator
Paradise, Hell and Vacations I OUR LADY OF SUCCOURTHE INN OF THE SWORDON PAROLE THE LAUREL OF THE
RACETHE ARISTOCRAT THE ADMIRAL'S LITTLE LETTY II ALL SOULS' DAYTHE CRIB THE BOOK OF HOURS FATE THE
EAVESDROPPER THE PROMISED LAND CLAIRVOYANCE THE WINDOW
Three Tiptree Award–Winning Novels Driftwood is a poetic look at the world, covering the span of a
lifetime from birth in war torn London to retirement on a small island in Moreton Bay, on Queensland's
east coast and the influences of nature upon its author. Robert has enjoyed an interesting broadcasting
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career in Australia and New Zealand but all through it, he\has been followed by poetry that both
stimulates and exhilarates. "Driftwood-Another Voice" is about whispers we all hear in our minds, that
urge us to do and see things in a different light. It is about being able to listen to your positive
voice' and value it because, like driftwood, it can be washed up on a beach one day and gone on the next
high tide. Like driftwood, Robert's poems take us to places around the world and we end up on some
unusual beaches. We dance with sparkling streams and even meet some of his unusual spectres but always
there are the trees and birds, beaches and mountains. Driftwood is a unique book for people who have a
passion for the natural world. Driftwood-The Other Voice, reveals something within all of us, if only we
can learn to listen.
Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York Harriet Abel never shows up for her appointment.
Irritating as hell? Sure. It's hard enough to work as a private investigator without potential clients
standing you up. Of course, it's difficult to show up when you're dead. A revered community figure in
the Oregon coast town of Barnacle Bluffs, the teacher extraordinaire never gets a chance to explain why
she wants to hire Garrison Gage before her body turns up in a sandy grave. Seldom deterred by the lack
of a client, Gage barrels forward intent on discovering the woman's killer. Unfortunately, the
professional curmudgeon stirs up a lot more trouble than he expects, putting innocent people in imminent
danger. In the past, Gage always triumphed over whatever dark forces stood in his way, but this time he
may have gone too far — and he won't be the only one paying the price.
Bury the Dead in Driftwood A family of outsiders settles in the small, close-knit coastal village of
Clark's Harbor and is suddenly plagued by strange deaths and fearful visions, leading them to believe
sinister forces are at work.
Driftwood Tides TWO MISSING WOMEN. AN OCEAN FULL OF SECRETS . . . 'A first-class mystery - perplexing
and at times disturbing' i paper 'Intelligence, imagination and lucid writing' The Times ____________
Kate and Flora have always been haunted by a mystery - their mother, Christine, vanished without trace
when they were children. But now Kate has a more urgent problem: Flora has disappeared too. In
desperation, she searches Flora's house, and finds a scrap of paper with a name scribbled on it: Cal
McGill. Cal is a 'sea detective': an expert in the winds and the tides, and consequently adept at
finding lost things - and lost people. Can Cal find Flora? And might he even know the secret of what
happened to their mother, all those years ago . . . ? 'I'm completely addicted to this series' Dermot
O'Leary Praise for Mark Douglas-Home: 'I could not put it down' 5***** reader review 'The best novel I
have read in years. A real page turner' 5***** reader review 'Utter brilliance' 5***** reader review
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'Many twists and turns and kept me intrigued to the end' 5***** reader review
A Thread in the Tangle The acclaimed author of Highland Homespun recounts her experiences as a croft
farmer on the west coast of the Scottish Highlands during WWII. The West Highland peninsula of Moidart,
in the isolated coastal region known as the Rough Bounds, is as magical as it is remote. It was here
that the celebrated author Margaret Leigh chose to pursue an independent life as a crofting farmer in
the 1940s. In Spade Among the Rushes, Leigh vividly recounts her struggles to snatch land back from the
wilderness as she attempts to transform a deserted croft into a home. Although far from the Blitz of the
Second World War, the effects of the conflict were felt throughout the Highlands. The rationing of food
and vital materials, the battles with bureaucrats who had no understanding of a crofter's needs, and
even the appearance of a Nazi mine off the coast, all frustrate Margaret Leigh's efforts. But despite
the hardships, the land and the people of the Highlands gave her a contentment she had never known
before. This edition has a new Introduction by Katie Maclean, who knew Margaret Leigh during her time in
Moidart.
Island Fire
Out of the Blue Groundbreaking, provocative novels that challenge gender assumptions—in stories of
aliens and humans, women and men, and the shifting nature of identity. The James Tiptree, Jr. Award was
established to acknowledge works of science fiction or fantasy that expand or explore our understanding
of gender. The three novels in this collection each embody that continually evolving challenge in boldly
original and highly imaginative ways. A Woman of the Iron People: The inaugural winner of the Tiptree
Award in 1991, this “excellent, anthropologically oriented SF tale” (Publishers Weekly) examines the
fear and fascination on both sides when a group of human scientists discovers an advanced yet seemingly
primitive alien culture. “Fascinating . . . Very wise and funny . . . Full of complicated and
irresistible people, some of them human.” —Ursula K. Le Guin Waking the Moon: Nebula Award–winning
author Elizabeth Hand serves up a seductive, post-feminist thriller in which a college freshman
accidentally discovers the existence of the Benandanti, a clandestine order devoted to suppressing the
powerful Moon Goddess and secretly manipulating the world’s governments and institutions. “A potent
socio-erotic ghost story.” —William Gibson Larque on the Wing: A middle-aged housewife’s thoughts become
reality when her rebellious inner child takes control, and she transforms herself into a fearless gay
man. This is a moving, funny, surprising, and transcendent tale of one woman’s unusual quest to come to
terms with who she truly is. “Springer effectively uses fantasy to evoke midlife soul-searching. . . .
An engrossing novel about gender and self-formation.” —Publishers Weekly
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Driftwood Spars
Voodoo Tales: Murder and Much More Driftwood and Tangle is a moving and poignant memoir of life in the
north-west of Scotland just after the outbreak of the Second World War.Margaret Leigh recounts the years
she spent in Wester Ross, Moidart, Coigeach and Barra as a crofter, an activity which enabled her
toexperience the land in all its moods and capture the essence of this remote and beautiful part of
Scotland in finely crafted prose.In addition to her evocative description of the land itself, she also
has much to say about the people who live there - their traditions and wayof life which, at the time of
writing, were under threat not only because of the inevitable march of 'progress' but also because of a
war likely toengulf even this remote corner of Europe.
Field & Stream Three sisters reunite to save their familys beach-community book store and are forced to
confront the conflicts that tore them apart, including lasting resentment about two sisters affection
for the same man, and a shattering secret about their mother. Original.
Driftwood Creek
Annual Report of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission of the State of New York Nestled among the forests
and coves that dot the Oregon coast, Sanctuary Ranch is a home for strays—both human and animal—and the
starting off point for second chances . . . After aging out of the California foster care system, Jamie
Vaughn found her place in the world at Sanctuary Ranch in Sunset Bay. But other lost souls are not so
lucky, so she’s made it her mission to rescue those that cross her path—like the injured pup she just
found. The man he belongs to is obviously an unfit owner, so she’s just going to ignore the address on
the dog’s tag. She has more important things on her mind, like roping her handsome coworker, Gideon, out
of the friend zone and into helping her . . . Head wrangler Gideon Low knows that Jamie’s bark is worse
than her bite, despite her rough exterior. In fact, he’s determined to protect her from her too-tender
heart, even if it means returning the not-so-homeless puppy—and putting some distance between them. But
sooner or later, Gideon’s best intentions will turn on him. And he’ll learn that he’s not the only one
with secrets—and that the love of your life can be right under your nose . . .
Angelfish
Driftwood
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Driftwood Spars
A Fire of Driftwood In the beloved Scottish author’s classic memoir, she recounts a year in the life of
a small traditional farm in the Western Highlands. In 1933, Margaret Leigh took over the tenancy of
Achnabo farm, in a beautiful corner of the West Highlands overlooking the isle of Skye. In this
unsentimental yet exquisitely written book, she recounts a year of farming life there, from the burning
of the land and ploughing in March, through planting and sowing in April to haymaking and harvesting in
September. Rich in the details of day-to-day life—such as a visit to the smithy, the arrival of some new
bulls, and the annual journey of the cows to the summer shielings—Highland Homespun provide fascinating
insights into the farming life in the north of Scotland before the arrival of hydro-electric power.
Local characters and customs add another rich dimension to this reflective and poignant memoir of a
world now vanished.
Dead Man He made himself an island until something unexpected washed ashore. When Holton lost his wife,
Adele, in a freak accident, he shut himself off from the world, living a life of seclusion, making
drifwood sculptures and drowning his pain in gin. Until twenty-three-year-old Libby knocks on his door,
asking for a job and claiming to be a friend of his late wife. When he discovers Libby is actually his
late wife’s illegitimate daughter, given up for adoption without his knowledge, his life is turned
upside down as he struggles to accept that the wife he’d given saint status to was not the woman he
thought he knew. Together Holton and Libby form an unlikely bond as the two struggle to learn the
identity of Libby’s father and the truth about Adele, themselves, and each other.
Driftwood Bay (A Hope Harbor Novel Book #5) Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's
doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on
active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose
editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's
Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become
the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
Murders, Magic and Fun
Annual Report In the very near future, on the tiny island of Lanai, teens from very different worlds
must find a way to survive when all technology is destroyed. Bea and Sam, Hawaiian kids isolated by a
paranoid, alcoholic father, are thrown together with orphaned big-city pickpocket Nick when a disaster
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fries all technology. Aided by a mysterious `aumakua dragon that may or may not be Bea's imaginary
friend, the kids face fire, plane crashes, gangs, pit bulls, thieves, sharks, hunger, thirst and abuse
in a coming-of-age that explores a post-technology world where only the strong and connected survive.
"Danger, love, fear, absolution, bravery and strength in a fascinating world are shown through wonderful
characters in this absolutely beautiful story." G. S., Reviewer "Deep, fast-paced, filled with action,
suspense, and heart, this little book is huge!" B. Morrison, Middle school teacher
10 Miscellaneous Novellas
Highland Homespun Once Eddie Dain had a life: a beautifl wife, a happy young son, and a thriving
business catching soft-core bad guys by computer. Then he hung on to an odd-looking case and made a
mysterious enemy - one whose calling cards were two men with shotguns. Now Eddie is reborn - as a dead
man. Known by the single name of Dain, he pumps up his body and his psyche as he follows a trail of
sweaty white-collar crime to the steamy Louisiana bayous. Here, in this torrid landscape, is a woman on
the run who can lead him to what he wants more than anything; the man who took everything from Eddie
Dain.
The Lost Summers of Driftwood This how-to book has carving instructions for model rainbow, brown and
brook trout, bluegill, largemouth bass, lionfish and queen angelfish. There are step-by-step instruction
on painting rainbow, brook and golden trout, Yellowstone, Rio Grande and Lahontan cutthroats
Driftwood Lane "A collection of true stories by women who do a variety of outdoor jobs, from smoke
jumping to biology, river running to professional falconry, horse packing to atmospheric science, and
more"--Provided by publisher.
Cry for the Strangers
Investigating Your Environment
Annual Report of the Commissioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests of the State of New York Meridith
believes she is capable of weathering any storm. But she's never experienced a love powerful enough to
uproot heruntil now. Meridith Ward has crafted a carefully ordered life to make up for the chaos that
plagued her childhood years. But one phone call upsets all that. Within the span of several minutes,
Meredith learns that the father who abandoned her is dead and she's been named the sole guardian of his
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other three children. She nervously heads to Nantucket to care for the siblings she's never met with
plans to stay until their uncle returns from his trip before relinquishing guardianship to him. She
arrives to find the children living in Summer House, a Bed & Breakfast that's falling apart around them.
Meridith wants to move on as soon as possible, but the inn will never sell in its dilapidated condition.
Then an itinerant handyman, Jake, shows up with an offer she can't refuse. Much like the powerful ocean
just a short walk from her deck, Jake appeals to Meridith. But she senses he is also capable of pulling
her under in a heartbeat. What if the thing she fears the most is exactly what she needs? Can she trust
God with the details and relish the adventure?
A Mile in Her Boots Truth is stranger than fiction, and many of the coincidences of real life are truly
stranger than the most daring imaginings of the fictionist. Now, I, Major Michael Malet-Marsac, happened
at the moment to be thinking of my dear and deeply lamented friend John Ross-Ellison, and to be
pondering, for the thousandth time, his extraordinary life and more extraordinary death. Nor had I the
very faintest notion that the Subedar-Major had ever heard of such a person, much less that he was
actually his own brother, or, to be exact, his half-brother. You see I had known Ross-Ellison intimately
as one only can know the man with whom one has worked, soldiered, suffered, and faced death. Not only
had I known, admired and respected him—I had loved him. There is no other word for it; I loved him as a
brother loves a brother, as a son loves his father, as the fighting-man loves the born leader of
fighting-men: I loved him as Jonathan loved David. Indeed it was actually a case of "passing the love of
women" for although he killed Cleopatra Dearman, the only woman for whom I ever cared, I fear I have
forgiven him and almost forgotten her. But to return to the Subedar-Major. "Peace, fool! Art blind as
Ibrahim Mahmud the Weeper," growled that burly Native Officer as the zealous and over-anxious young
sentry cried out and pointed to where, in the moonlight, the returning reconnoitring-patrol was to be
seen as it emerged from the lye-bushes of the dry river-bed.
Driftwood and Tangle FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor
experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions
hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
Driftwood Spars: The Stories of A Man, A Boy, A Woman and Certain Other People Who Strangely Met Upon
the Sea of Life
Driftwood The fourth novel in the Cahokian story cycle, Star Path is an evocative tale about America’s
greatest pre-Columbian city by New York Times bestselling authors W. Michael and Kathleen O’Neal Gear
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How do you say no to a god? Cahokia recovers from a year of chaos following a near civil war and the god
incarnate, Morning Star, has declared that his human sister Night Shadow Star and her slave Fire Cat
must make a dangerous journey to far off Cofitachequi. For an old threat has arisen on the other side of
the great eastern mountains - their brother, Walking Smoke, a madman who is convinced that he is the
true deity destined to rule Cahokia. Night Shadow Star is also ruled by the Underworld Lord, Piasa, but
this power dangles a chance of happiness in front of Night Shadow Star and Fire Cat – if they succeed
with his agenda, they might become nameless, clanless, and worthless. And thus free. But the treacherous
Tenasee River that they must travel holds its own perils. And at the end of the journey, Walking Smoke
prepares to spring his trap. Star Path, the fourth book in the Gears’ People of Cahokia series, takes
the reader out of the great city of Cahokia and into a land of rivers, forests, tribes, and exiled
colonies, providing us with a rare look into the mystical underpinnings of Native American culture and
the founding of Mississippian civilization. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Fish Carving
Driftwood and Tangle. [Essays on the Western Highlands of Scotland and the Hebrides.]. "Driftwood Spars"
by Percival Christopher Wren. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal
is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Driftwood Summer Winner of the Mr. Christie's Book Award and the Violet Downey Book Award When Megan
finds out why her mother is acting so odd, she is shocked and overwhelmed. Suddenly she is expected to
welcome a new half-sister as part of the family. This is a beautiful, compassionate novel that is both
poignant and funny.
The Driftwood Girls
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